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MILESTONE REPORT

PROJECT NUMBER: VNC422 -1617

PROJECT TITLE: Optimising plantation productivity through improved fertilizer
regimes..

PROJECT MANAGER McGrath Forestry Services
John McGrath

OTHER PARTICIPANTS IPMG, CSIRO
INDUSTRY COLLABORATORS PF Olsen, WAPRES, ABP, FPC

PRINCIPAL RESEARCHER John McGrath

DUE DATE FOR MILESTONE:.111212017, later amended to 30/8/2018
(As per Annexure "A" of Research Agreement or as varied)

PERSONNEL WORKING ON THIS PROJECT

Milestone 2.1
Develop a register of fertilizer trials in Australian plantations by conducting an lndustry survey and
collation of all fertilizer trials in plantation across Australia.

Description of current progress and demonstration that Milestone has been achieved
The Steering Committee determined that the original Milestone 2.1 (above) was unachievable and too
broad for the current project. lt was revised on 191712Q18 to read as follows;
Develop, maintain and communicate an open access web based fertilizer trials register initially of
collaborating lndustry paftners through a suvey and collation of metadata for allfeftilizer trials in their
pl a ntation s across Au stra I i a.
It was proposed that the IPMG houses and manages the industry database for the S-year life of the
voluntary matching IPMG Applied Research and Extension project. lt would involve activities including
communicating that the database exists, facilitating the input of new or additional trials, and facilitating
the availability of the data to future relevant research projects.
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Description of outputs achieved
The IPMG website has been upgraded and the IPMG scientist is the site administrator which allows
maintenance of the Trials Database.
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J McGrath Project Leader McG. For. Service 22%
D Mendham Scientist CSIRO 15%
F Tovar/l Dumbrell IPMGMAPRES 20o/o
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The Nutrition Trials database has been developed and is live on the IPMG website
(vttww.plantationnean ) and includes a search function.
A standard set of attributes has been developed (that forms the database fields) for the input of trial
information.
The database has been designed to incorporate trials other than nutrition trials and will be populated
over time.
The raw data will be retained by the owner of the data, but the owner will be identified in the metadata.
The Trials database has been populated with available information from the trials used in this project
as well as others that were available. Further trials will be included as the information is provided.

Description of how outputs achieved contribute to the Objectives of the Project
Register of industry fertilizer trials are readily available to

o collate the available knowledge with regards to nutrition of plantation forests and help develop
operationalguidelines for nutrition regimes in plantations based on this current knowledge

. support future research and improvements to groMh models

. help identify knowledge area gaps and future research recommendations

Prog ress Against Objectives
The objective of "collate an industry nutrition trial dataset to be leveraged in future work' has
been met, based on currently available information. The information is freely available on the IPMG
website.

Conclusions reached/Discoveries made
From the collation of the available nutrition trial information it is apparent that there is variation
between (and within) companies with regard to how they establish, measure and analyse field trials.
This variation can make comparisons of data difficult. This led to the development of the standard
attributes of the database that will guide information recording in the future.

lssues Arising
The database has been populated with information currently available, but this information varies
between companies in its attributes. Missing data (from the standard template developed) exists that
may or may not be recovered from companies over time.

Explanation for any delays
The original milestone was judged as unachievable and too broad for the current project and as such
company information was not forthcoming. Focussing the outcome and the use of metadata rather
than raw data has seen the milestone progress.
The development of the database was also dependent on the IPMG website being upgraded.
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O Revised Schedule of Milestones, including updated Gantt chart (if applicable)
A Milestone Variation was developed and agreed to on 19/7/18 with a revised delivery date of 30/8/18

. Any project change proposal including details of the change, reason it is needed, benefits to the
project outcomes if changes made, impact on the project if changes not agreed, revised Gantt chart
and milestone schedule (including budget). N/A The revised milestone 2.1 has not impacted the
overall project.

MILESTONE FINANCIAL REPORT
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amounts are exclusive of

cAsH ($) IN-KIND (direct $ value)
$10,000 NitFWPA (ACTUAL/IANTICI PATED])

NitNitPROJECT MANAGER
Nil $5000OTHER PARTICIPANTS
Nil NitOTHER SOURCES

TOTAL RECEIPTS
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cAsH ($) rN-KrND ($) VARIANCE FROM AGREED
BUDGET ($)

TOTAL SALARIES Nit $5000
TRAVEL Nit Nit
TOTAL OPERATI NG (excluding
Salaries & Travel)

$4433.50 Nit -$4436 50

TOTAL CAPITAL Nit Nit

TOTAL EXPENDITURE s4433.5 $5000 -$4436.50

[Please note if this is the first Milestone Report, it should include acquittal of any monies received
from FWPA on signing of contractl
All amounts are exclusive of

VARIATIONS FROM ORIGINAL BUDGET - give reasons for variation and impact on total project cost.
There will be ongoing costs for the IPMG in order to maintain the database and public access through the
website. These costs will be incurred over the next 5 years.
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I certify that this milestone report has been accepted by the project Steering Committee

Steeri ng com m ittee Ghai r/Representativel
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Has the milestone been achieved
Steering Committee endorsement
Financial report provided
Certification endorsement for ln-Kind contributions attached

YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO

FWPA USE ONLY

summa of finalTwo

1 Must be an industry representative



IN.KIND CERTIFICATIONS ENDORSEMENT

(Add as many as required)
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